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ALMA

Bring the look of weathered beach wood in a fun and innovative approach to any room. Alma is an Italian glazed procelain that 
utilizes high definition ink jet technology to craft detailed designs in four gorgeous colors: Cobalt, Onix, Sea and Fossil. Available 
in multiple sizes: 6x36; 3.5x14; 10x11; solid and inlaid hexagons, and two mosaic designs: hexagon and intreccio (basketweave).

cobalt onix3.5x14
Finish: glazed

6x36
Finish: glazed

10x11 Hexagon
Finish: glazed

10x11 Hexagon 
Intarsio
Finish: glazed

2.75x3.25 
Hexgon Mosaic
Finish: glazed

Intreccio Mosaic
Finish: glazed

SIZE                  COLOR

Please check availability with your design consultant. This sheet includes our full line and some sizes and colors may not be currently available.
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ALMA

sea fossil3.5x14
Finish: glazed

10x11
Finish: glazed

6x36
Finish: glazed

Solid Hexagon
Finish: glazed

Inlaid Hexagon
Finish: glazed

Hexagon Mosaic
Finish: glazed

Intreccio Mosaic
Finish: glazed

SIZE                  COLOR

Please check availability with your design consultant. This sheet includes our full line and some sizes and colors may not be currently available.

Bring the look of weathered beach wood in a fun and innovative approach to any room. Alma is an Italian glazed procelain that 
utilizes high definition ink jet technology to craft detailed designs in four gorgeous colors: Cobalt, Onix, Sea and Fossil. Available 
in multiple sizes: 6x36; 3.5x14; 10x11; solid and inlaid hexagons, and two mosaic designs: hexagon and intreccio (basketweave).



ALMA TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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V3 - Moderate Variation 
While the colors present on a single piece of tile will be indicative of the colors 
to be expected on the other tiles, the amount of colors on each piece may vary 
significantly. For example “that little bit of color” on one piece of tile may be the 
primary color on the next piece.

It is not recommended to stagger any tile longer than 18” more than 1/3 the length of the tile.

Always inspect materials prior to installation.

Always mix 2-3 cartons at a time while installing to insure the best blend.

All product images are representation only. Variation in color and shading is to be expected. 
Final selection should be made from actual tile samples.

4 - Rated for all residential and light commercial applications.

SHADE VARIATION

WEAR CODE

NOTES


